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ABSTRACT: Spoken language understanding(SLU), which usually involves slot filling and intent detection, is an important
task in natural language processing. Most of the state-of-the-art methods are usually take single utterance as input, which
would introduce much ambiguity because the loss of context information. To address this issue, we propose a new neural
network based joint intent detection and slot filling model which takes multiple utterances as input. In our method, we use an
utterance2utterance attention mechanism to combine the information of multiple continuous utterances. We also combine the
intent information to the slot filling process with a gating mechanism. Using this proposed model, we participated in the task2
of CCKS2018. Finally, our model ranks NO.2 among the hugely competitive models.
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1. Introduction
Spoken language understanding (SLU) is a key component in spoken dialogue systems, which typically involves two tasks:
intent detection and slot filling [1]. Given speakers?? several utterances as input, intent detection is to predict the last utterance’s
intent and slot filling is to extract some semantic slots for the last utterance. For example, given a utterance
(Play a Jay Chou’s Sunny day. )”, a SLU system aims to identify the intent of this utterance is about “music”, and further to tag
the “
(Jay Chou) “artist” slot and tag “
(Sunny day)” “song” slot.
A high performance SLU system would benefit lots of natural language processing(NLP) tasks, such as Q&A, information extract,
and so on What’s more.
SLU is an important foundation for human-machine spoken dialogue systems. Thus, lots of researchers spare no effort to study
in this research field.
Previous research usually treats intent detection and slot filling as two separated tasks. Intent detection is often treated as an
utterance semantic classification task, in which many popular classifiers can be applied, such as support vector machines (SVM)
[2] and deep neural network, etc. Slot filling is usually viewed as a sequence labeling task, in which lots of approaches can be
used: such as maximum entropy Markov models (MEMMs) [3], conditional random fields (CRFs)[4], and recurrent neural networks (RNNs)[5], among others.
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Recently, researchers begin to pay attention to the joint models that train intention detection and slot filling synchronously. For
example, Liu and Lane (2016) [6] propose a joint model where the parameters for intent detection and slot filling are learned in a
single model with a shared framework, and achieved state-of-the-art experimental results on some benchmark datasets for SLU.
However, most of these existing SLU models are evaluated by English datasets. It is unclear whether they could still perform well
for other languages like Chinese which word boundaries are not readily identified. Besides, most of these methods usually take
single utterance as input, which would introduce much ambiguity because the loss of context information. For example, given
three utterances
(Please sing the song that “we are different”)
(Please sing a song)
(We are
different) ” , we could hardly identify the correct intention of the last utterance without the former two utterances. On the
(We are different)” as “song” easily with the semantic information from the former
contrary, we could recognize that
two utterances.
To address these issues, we propose a new joint neural network based intent detection and slot filling method which takes
multiple utterances as input. In our method, we apply a double-layer attention mechanism to combine the semantic information of
the contextual utterances into the target utterance. Specially, we first use an utterance2utterance attention mechanism to
combine the information of multiple continuous utterances. Then we combine the intent information to the slot filling process with
a gating mechanism. With this model, we participated in the task2 of CCKS2018 (2018 China Conference on Knowledge Graph and
Semantic Computing), and our model ranks NO.2 among the hugely competitive models.
2. Related Work
SLU is an important task in NLP, which usually involves two tasks: intent detection and slot filling. Intent detection is usually
regarded as a classification task. And slot filling is usually taken as a sequence labeling task. In recent years, SLU has received
extensive attention from academics and industry due to an increase in publicly available huge datasets.
For intent detection, early research [2] mainly focuses on choosing appropriate features, such as dates, locations, etc. Then, the
selected features will be fed into a classifier. For slot filling, CRF [4] is widely used because of its great ability in handling sequence
labeling task. Various deep learning models are also widely applied in both intent detection and slot filling. For example, deep
belief nets [7] and deep convex networks [8] are used in intent detection. RNNs [5] perform well for slot filling and outperform
some traditional models like CRF [4].
Recently, many neural networks based joint training models [9] have been proposed which aim to take full advantage of the
correlative information between intent detection and slot filling. These joint models achieved great success and obtained stateof-the-art performance for SLU. Besides, the attention mechanism [10] is another widely used technique for SLU. For example, Liu
and Lane [6] used the attention mechanism to train the network so that it can focus on the important components of a input
sequence. Finally, their method achieved better experimental results than compared baselines. Hierarchical structure is viewed as
another kind of useful information for joint modeling. For example, Contextual Hierarchical Joint (CHJ) Model [11] makes use of
both hierarchical and contextual features when jointly modeling intent detection and slot filling. Gating mechanism can control the
flow of information, which means it can retain important information and abandon redundant information. Thus it is also widely
used for SLU. For example, slot-gated models [12] use a slot gate to focus on learning relationship between intent and slot
attention to get better results.
However, different from the proposed method of this paper, none of these mentioned methods take multiple utterances as input
for SLU.
3. Model
Figure 1 demonstrates the architecture of our method. There are 3 major components in our method, which are utterance2utterance
attention component, slot attention and intention attention component, and the output component.
3.1. Utterance2utterance Attention
This component aims to encode the utterances in a sample with BiGRU, and then fuse the generated representations of these
utterances with an utterance2utterance attention mechanism. There are two steps in this component. First, the input utterances
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are encoded into real-valued vectors, and then these vectors are fused together with an utterance2utterance attention mechanism.
Encode Layer. Bidirectional Gated Recurrent Unit(BiGRU) is useful to address the long-term dependency issue. Moreover, BiGRU
can alleviate the gradient vanishing/exploding problems. Compared with bidirectional long short-term memory(BiLSTM), BiGRU
usually performs better with less parameters. So here we use BiGRU to encode the input utterances.
The input of our model is m utterances (in our experiments, m = 3), each of which has a form of
word embedding of word wt in utterance i, and Ti is the length of utterance i. Then we encode

, where

represents the

with equation (1).
(1)

Figure 1. Architecture of our Model

Information Fusing. Taking the representations

computed by (1) as input, we will fuse the semantic information of the m

utterances into one vector representation with an utterance2utterance attention mechanism. The final representation is computed with equation (2).
(2)
where
is the result of combining the features from utterancep into the representation of utteranceq, and is computed with
equation (3).

(3)
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where ϕ is a function to compute the similarity between

and

, and we use dot product here.

3.2. Slot Attention and Intent Attention
We denote the output of previous step as
multiplied by the learned attention weights

. For each fi, we compute its slot context vector

as a weighted sum of

:
(4)

The attention weights are computed with equation (5).

(5)
With the same way, we can compute cI which will be used to detect the intention.
3.4. Output layer
With a slot-gated mechanism, both
and cI are used to predict the slot of each word in the last input utterance. Besides,
cI will be utilized to predict the intention of the last utterance directly.
Slot-gated mechanism. We apply a gate that can leverage intent context vector for modeling slot-intent relationships to improve
the performance of slot filling. The gate g is computed with equation (6).
(6)
where v and W are trainable vector and matrix respectively. Here g can be viewed as the weighted feature of the

and cI.

Slot prediction. With g, we can predict the slots of last utterance with equation (7).
(7)
Intention Detection. The intention can be computed with equation (8), where fr is the last hidden state of BiGRU.
(8)
3.5. Training
The loss function of our method is defined as followings
(9)
where N is the total number of training samples and θ indicates all parameters of our models.
We adopt Adam to minimize the loss function and apply the way of mini-batch to train our model. We apply the dropout operation
at encode layer during training.
Specially, the dropout operation is used at the output of equation (1).
4. Experiments
4.1. Dataset
We use the dataset provided by the task2 of CCKS2018 to evaluate our model. This dataset is used for intent detection and slot
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filling in Chinese music field. There are 3 utterances for each sample in this dataset, and we need to detect the intention of the last
utterance with the help of the first two utterances. Figure2 shows the architecture of a sample in this dataset, where each word in
the third utterance possesses a slot label, and the whole third utterance own a specific intention. And all of these samples come
from real user logs in spoken dialogue system, and have been selected and processed by human. Totally there are 12000 samples
in this dataset. We use 10000 of them as training set and 2000 of them as dev set.

Figure 2. An sample(three utterances) with annotations of semantic slots, Intent and final answer provided by the Task2 of
CCKS2018
4.2. Evaluation and Experiments Setup
We take F1 and accuracy(Acc) as evaluation metrics just as the task requires. Specifically, we evaluate the performance of
intention detection with F1_I. When the last utterance of a sample has a music intention and some music entities, we use F1_E
to evaluate the performance of slot filling. And when the last utterance of a sample have a music intention but hasn’t music
entities, we use Acc to evaluate the performance of slot filling. The organizer of this competition task also uses a unified score to
evaluate the whole performance of intention detection and slot filling. And the score is computed with equation (10).
(10)
where α represents the proportion of the samples that possess music intention with music entities; β represent the proportion of
the samples that possess music intention without music entities.
In all experiments, we set the number of units in BiGRU cell as 128. Word embeddings, the dimension of which is set to 128, are pretrained by word2vec tool with all the 12000 samples. Other hyper parameters are set as follows: the batch size is set to 16, the
dropout rate is set to 0.5, and the learning rate is set to 0.001.
4.3. Experimental Results and Discussion
Comparisons with other methods. In the first part of our experiments, we compare our method with other two DNN based SLU
methods. One is LSTM+CRF, which is widely used in named entity recognition (NER) task. The other is an attention-based
Encoder-Decoder model. The comparison results are shown in Table 1.
Models

F1_I

F1_E

Acc

Score

LSTM+CRF [13]

81.5

50.7

86.4

1.170

Encoder-Decoder [6]

84.1

76.1

84.2

1.365

Our model

87.2

81.3

84.4

1.41

Table 1. Off line performance of CCKS task2 with different models
From Table 1, we can see that the performance of LSTM+CRF is not as good as other models. We argue the possible reason is that
the dataset used here is not large enough to learn the transition probability between slot tags. Besides, the utterances in the
dataset are always short and the categories of slots are much diverse where the connections between slots may be too weak to
learn.
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Effectiveness of different model components. In the second part of our experiments, we carry out ablation experiments to
illustrate the contributions of each component in our model. The experimental results are shown in Table 2.
Models

F1_I

F1_E

Acc

Score

Attention-based RNN

85.9

79.8

82.7

1.398

+slot-gate

86.3

81.1

84.6

1.409

+Full sentence

87.2

81.3

84.4

1.417

Table 2. Off line performance of each part in our model
From Table 2 we can see that F1_E is improved about 2% when the slot gating mechanism is used. In other words, with a slot-gated
mechanism, our model can learn the relations between slots and intent sufficiently. Thus much useful information is provided for
accurately filling the slot. what’s more, when we add the feature information from utterance1 and utterance2 to utterance3 with the
attention mechanism, the F1_I is improved about 1%. We argue the possible reason is that: for the short utterances, the model is
difficult to judge their intentions without context information. When adding the semantic information of contextual utterances
(here are utterance1 and utterance2), the model could more easily detect an utterance’s intention. Take following sample
(Please sing the song “we are different”.)
(Sing a song)
(We are different.)
“ the last utterance will be classified as NO music intention before fusing the first two utterances, but it is classified correctly when
the semantic information of the first two utterances is added.
5. Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a new joint neural network model for intent detection and slot filling in music domain. The main
contributions of our method are listed as follows.
First, we take multiple utterances as input and combine all utterances in a sample with an utterance2utterance attention mechanism.
Second, we apply a slot gated mechanism to add the features from the intent detection task into the slot filling task, which is
effective for further improving the performance of slot filling.
In the future, we will further explore the deeper connections within multiple continuous utterances. In addition, we will also
explore using input utterances syntactic structure information to further improve the performance of input representations.
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